DOAJ Is Good for Libraries
and Research Organisations
DOAJ is supported by libraries, library consortia and research organisations from all over the
world (doaj.org/members). This ensures that DOAJ stays in the public domain.
DOAJ was founded at a major research university. There are librarians on its Advisory Board
and it partners closely with librarians to ensure data quality and relevance.
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DOAJ Indexing
DOAJ helps you economize your open access publication funds. In order to grant
funds, many funding organisations require that the journal in which the research
will be published is a journal indexed in DOAJ. Use DOAJ to find eligible journals
that fulfil the criteria for funding.

INCREASED SITE TRAFFIC
Levels of traffic to the website of a journal indexed in DOAJ typically increase
threefold. If you publish your research in such a journal, your research will have
greater visibility and more exposure through a wide distribution.

DOAJ helps promote open access
Use DOAJ to promote open access within your organisation or to catalogue
open access resources. DOAJ is a focal point to direct patrons to, and puts quality,
peer-reviewed open access in the spotlight.
70% of journals in DOAJ charge no APC. In these times of budget cuts and contract
negotiations, DOAJ can help you promote open access as the sustainable model.
DOAJ can help you with promotional material for you to use in the library and when
talking to faculty and students. Contact us at feedback@doaj.org for more information.

DOAJ is tackling the problems of unethical practice head on
DOAJ is fully engaged and committed to combatting questionable publishers and
questionable publishing practices, thereby protecting your researchers from becoming
trapped by these journals.
Don’t focus on blacklists. Blacklists propagate negative messages about open access.
Focus instead on DOAJ, the white list, and show your researchers where they can publish.

DOAJ metadata can be used (and found) anywhere
DOAJ metadata is free. Incorporate DOAJ and metadata directly into your library
portal with our widgets (doaj.org/widgets), OAI-PMH service or via the API. Use
our RSS feeds or our lists of journals. Export a single CSV file with information
about all the journals. DOAJ is OpenURL compliant.
All major aggregators, many research organisations and many university libraries
already include DOAJ metadata in their products (doaj.org/faq#metadata).
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